[Hydrogen exchange and proteolytic degradation of ribonuclease A. The local splitting of the native structure and the conformation of loop segmentes].
The limited proteolytic sites or nicksites are present only in one of the five loops of the RNase A molecule. The splitted loop 15-23 connects two structural domains in the hinge region of the interdomain contacts of the V-shaped molecule. The other four loops are inside two domains, 64-71 and 112-115 in the domain I (1-19, 47-81, 102-106) and 36-42 and 88-95 in the domain II (20-46, 82-101). Because of enhanced chain flexibility of the splitted loop in the pH-dependent conformational isomerization, deformation of its structure is slighter under the influence of the intermolecular contacts in the crystal lattice and more significant changes occur in loop conformation at the formation of the 3D swapped dimer of the RNase A molecule. The proteolytic splitting of the 15-23 loop proceeds due to the local fluctuation of the native protein structure.